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Chapter 866 Taylor pondered for a moment before he nodded and said, “You 
may attempt to urge them by telling them that you’re having a bad time here!  

“Your main target is your grandfather. Your grandfather loves you, so he will a
rrange for someone to come over quickly to help you vent your anger.”  

Channing said with hatred, “I understand! Yarde is doomed and bound to die i
n a few days when my grandfather sends his men!”  

Taylor agreed. “I visit Eden Joy‘s establishments frequently, and I‘ve just recei
ved intel that Eden Joy‘s owner is not as simple as he seems!”  

Channing hastily asked, “Uncle Taylor, is that for real? Is Eden Joy‘s owner so
 formidable?” “If he really is the person he is, according to 
my intel, he‘s truly formidable. It‘s possible that I‘m no match for him!”  

Channing expressed his shock. ‘Is there such a formidable figure?  

“There are actually talented people hidden in the tiny Skyspring!  

In Moonly Olympus, Eira and Christine were full from the 
meal. Zeke did not take payment from Kayson, but he had also given three VI
P cards to Kayson.  

Despite her 
usual calm mannerism, Christine was rather excited to receive the VÍP card. It
 signified 
that she could frequently visit Moonly Olympus for meals as long as she had ti
me. Moreover, her meals would be free of charge!  

Kayson chose a luxurious hotel and ordered Zeke to send them to the location
 with his driver.  

In the car, Christine raised an 
eyebrow. “Future chairman, what sort of shocking thing did you do to Moonly 
Olympus‘ general manager to have him treat you with so much respect?”  

Kayson said smilingly, “That‘s simple. I beat up his son and then beat up his s
ubordinates before I beat up the person who is even more powerful than him.”



 It sounded like a joke, but Christine was very convinced by Kayson‘s capabilit
y.  

Was there anything else 
that Kayson could not do when he could even kill Eric Frith? Christine heaved 
a sigh and said, “If that‘s the case, perhaps you‘re being a little too grandiose.  

“There are many talented men hiding in a place like  

Skyspring and plenty of god-
like figures lurking around. I heard that there are the so–called 
immortals here in Skyspring.  

“Even though no one can prove that, the rumors of immortals have kept up ov
er the years… “There are also some powerful, hidden forces 
here that are even more influential than the Osborns and the Friths, only that t
hey choose not to show themselves on usual days.”  

“Hmm, 
it seems that you have a wide connection for intel that you‘ve even heard of all
 these.”  

Kayson was astonished to learn about this to a certain extent because he was
 only aware after learning from Chase.  

“This is all unproven information.”  

Christine shook her head. “Frankly, 
it makes sense too. Skyspring is located on the country‘s south side 
and is ranked one of the top five capital cities in the Nation of Dragons.  

“The top forces here can‘t be less powerful than those of the other 
provincial capitals. However, only the Osborns and the Friths have displayed t
heir superior influence out of the six major families.”.  

Kayson nodded. “These two families are rather powerful indeed.”  

At this 
point, Christine‘s beautiful eyes were tainted with concern. “Haven‘t the Friths 
come seeking trouble with you during your time in Skyspring?”.  

Kayson was about to speak when the car slowed down gradually.  



They had already arrived at their destination , the hotel.  

The three of them got out of the car in succession. Kayson thanked the driver 
before he joined Christine and Eira to walk into the hotel lobby.  

Christine and Eira went through the check–
in process while Kayson stood by the side. He was planning on 
returning to the villa in Shamrock Heights to rest.  


